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The dinosaurs are missing from the Umi City Museum, and Team Umizoomi must use their mighty

math powers to find them! Fans of Nickelodeon ages 2-5 will love this charmingly-illustrated Little

Golden Book.
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Like all Little Golden Books, this book trades higher quality for design and cost effectiveness. I'm not

dinging it for that, since I've seen and used this line of books before. The design is good and easy

for my preschooler to use, and I won't be bothered if she rips or scribbles pages, because it was not

a huge investment.I got this title because my daughter wants to watch this episode over and over,

and I am sick of it - plus I'm trying to encourage reading over TV. Since preschoolers like repetition,

I picked this one specifically, but it doesn't hew exactly to the TV version. This leads to some

outraged outbursts of "That's not right!" some times, because she has the episode memorized, and I

scramble to figure out which little detail is different because I don't. This makes the book less than

ideal for a pre-nap or pre-bedtime story because it can get the dander up and the adrenaline

flowing. That might not be an issue in your house, but it is in ours.

Great for umizoomi lovers. We read it at bedtime. Fun vibrant colors. But if you're trying to choose



this and the purple monkey book. Go with the purple monkey, it's much funner and the pictures are

uber cute.

My son likes this so I can't knock it. It is a direct retelling in condensed form of the episode, but the

illustrations/characters look different than the show. I guess it's a licensed product. My 2yr old

noticed the subtle differences and commented on it.

Good book for Umizoomi fans. This is the shortened version of one of the episodes where the

dinosaurs escape a museum and the team finds them. It's a quick easy read and the kids can join in

with counting along, etc.

Great Umizoomi book! Follows the episode really well. Really long story and a good amount of

reading for a kid story book. If your kid has a short attention span, each page has a fair amount of

words.

Not really what I expected. The characters look strange, not exactly like on the show. The story is

not that great and doesn't capture my toddler's interest. It's okay but I probably would not have

bought it had I seen it in-person.

My girls (ages 3 and 5) love Team Umizoomi and we have a ton of the episodes on our DVR. They

are always requesting the show. The show is great for its vivid colors and fun songs. It always has a

positive message and teaches kids about math, counting, shapes, and patterns. It is a very

educational show.This book is based on the episode "The Dinosaur Museum Mishap" and is one of

my girls' favorite episodes. This book follows along with the TV episode perfectly. In this book, a

thunderstorm scared the dinosaurs in the museum and they ran away. They are scattered all over

UmiCity. The team has to find brachiosaurus, stegosaurus and microraptor (adorably pronounced

microwaptor by my 3 year old). They use their mighty math power to figure out shapes and patterns

that help the team locate and rescue the dinosaurs. There is, of course, a happy ending where the

team helps the dinosaurs find their way back to the museum.My 3 year old chooses this book pretty

often for her bedtime story. Books like this that follow so closely to the TV episode are always great

because your child is already comfortable and engaged in the story. In fact, the other day, she

asked to watch the episode on TV and she followed along in the book flipping pages as the show

progressed. It was great.Long story short, this is a great story with a happy ending and a lesson



about helping others and solving problems. It is a great bedtime story book and a great book for

your young readers. Highly Recommended.

I have an Umizoomi-loving child. She goes crazy for Umizoomi and since the show is a bit older, it

was really difficult to find umizoomi toys that didn't cost and arm and a leg. These books go along

with the episodes and have been great for developing her speech. She is a bit behind on speech

but will sit and point out the objects in the book. I really get her talking so this is a major

accomplishment for us.
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